The yeast RNA gene products are essential for mRNA splicing in vitro.
The yeast rna mutations (rna2-rna11) are a set of temperature-sensitive mutations that result in the accumulation of intron-containing mRNA precursors at the restrictive temperature. We have used the yeast in vitro splicing system to investigate the role of products of the RNA genes in mRNA splicing. We have tested the heat lability of the in vitro mRNA splicing reaction in extracts isolated from mutant and wild-type cells. Extracts isolated from seven of the nine rna mutants demonstrated heat lability in this assay, while most wild-type extracts were stable under the conditions utilized. We have also demonstrated that heat inactivation usually results in the specific loss of an exchangeable component by showing that most combinations of heat-inactivated extracts from different mutants complement one another. In three cases (rna2, rna5, and rna11), the linkage of the in vitro defect to the rna mutations was ascertained by a combination of reversion, tetrad, and in vitro complementation analyses. Furthermore, each heat-inactivated extract was capable of complementation by at least one fraction of the wild-type splicing system. Thus many of the RNA genes are likely to code for products directly involved in and essential for mRNA splicing.